PLANET OF THE APES
Episode 01: Amid the stars above, two people declare their love for each other and a strange, ominous message is discovered.

Episode 02: Taylor and his fellow travelers suddenly awaken as their ship crashes into the ocean on an alien world.

Episode 03: Taylor, Dodge, and Landon paddle ashore and face the harsh and unforgiving new planet that surrounds them.

Episode 04: Amid a tropical oasis, the travelers finally discover paradise . . . or so they think.

Episode 05: Hunted by armed gorillas, the three astronauts are separated amid the fleeing humans and Taylor is shot in the neck.

Episode 06: In Ape City, Taylor learns more about his dire situation and about the one chimpanzee he can trust, Dr. Zira.

Episode 07: Taylor finally manages to communicates with Dr. Zira and her husband while Dr. Zaius begins to fear for his simian world.

Episode 08: Taylor makes a desperate bid for escape . . . and in doing so also finally utters a noise that will truly shake this planet of the apes.

Episode 09: Taylor goes on trial for his life while General Ursus sends out a call to arms to his loyal gorilla army.

Episode 10: Taylor finds Landon alive while Ursus finds only horror and Dr. Milo begins his own quest into the Forbidden Zone.

Episode 11: Taylor along with Nova escapes with simian help while somewhere in time another rescue party searches for him.

Episode 12: Taylor and his allies continue their escape across the Forbidden Zone to reach Cornelius’ archeological site.

Episode 13: Taylor faces down Zaius while Ursus sets a course of action that may have fatal consequences for the future of apekind.

Episode 14: Taylor makes a truly earth-shattering discovery. But while his past is learned, his future is yet to be determined.
The Cast of Players

BILL HOLLWEG Taylor
NATASHA LATHROP Zira
MARK KALITA Cornelius
GARETH PRESTON Dr. Zaius

Also Starring

MILES REID Landon
DOUG MANNLIN Dodge
DAVID SOBKOWIAK Julius
GLEN WITCO SCHEETZ Lucius
PAUL MANNERING General Ursus
COLIN SNOW Brent

With

JUNE LATHROP Ape President
VICTORIA SAMPSON Dr. Honorious
MARY BOLLINGER Ceresa
JACK WARD Dr. Milo
SHANNON HITCH Albinia
BEN MARTIN Otello
JAMES LEEPER Casius
GARRY COBBUM Dr. Hasslein

And

JOHN DANE Astronaut Hercule
ROBIN CARLISLE Astronaut Venusia
ANNY LYSIC Voice of computer

Additional parts were also performed by members of the cast.

Featuring the vocal talents of MASON COGBURN, MICHAEL COGBURN, MJ COGBURN, STEPHEN J. COHEN, STEVIE FARNABY, JAMES FREEMAN, CAIRA GREENFIELD, DUSTIN ANTHONY SCHEETZ, DRAVEN SCHOBERT, and PATTI TUSUNKA WITCO

LESSONS FROM THE LAWGIVER were provided by JAMES AQUILA and hosted at the LFTL site (www.potamidierarchive.com/lftl.htm). Written by JAMES AQUILA, DAVE BALLARD, ELAINE N. ROBISON, and GLEN SCHEETZ. Performed by MARK KALITA as THE LAWGIVER.

PLANET OF THE APES was written, directed, and produced by BILL HOLLWEG. Adapted from the screenplay by MICHAEL WILSON and ROD SERLING. Based on the novel by PIERRE BOULLE.

PLANET OF THE APES is a copyrighted and trademarked film franchise owned by 20TH CENTURY FOX. All rights reserved. This dramatization was made as non-profit entertainment and is not intended to infringe or challenge those rights. It may not be sold or otherwise commercially distributed.

Royalty-free musical arrangements were selected from incompetech.com.

BROKENSEA AUDIO PRODUCTIONS would like to thank:
JACK WARD and SHANNON HILCHE of THE SONIC SOCIETY (sonicsociety.org)
THE PLANET OF THE APES GROUP (movies.groups.yahoo.com/group/pota)
JESSE WILLIS at SFFaudio (www.sffaudio.com)

With a special thank you to Bill's wife for believing in this Dream.

This series is rated PG-13 for parental guidance 13.

For more outstanding audio entertainment visit www.brokensea.com.
SOMEBEHONE IN THE UNIVERSE. CAN THERE BE SOMETHING BETTER THAN MAN?

IN A MATTER OF TIME, A LONE ASTRONAUT WILL FIND AN ANSWER. HE WILL LEARN THE MOST TERRIFYING TRUTH OF ALL ON A WORLD WHERE MAN IS JUST A BEAST AND SOMEONE ELSE RULES THE JUNGLE.
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